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Anisotropically-shaped metal nanoparticles act as nanoscale heaters via excitation of a localized surface

plasmon resonance, utilizing a photothermal effect which converts the optical energy into local heat.

Steady-state temperatures within a polymer matrix embedded with gold nanorods undergoing photo-

thermal heating using continuous-wave excitation are measured in the immediate spatial vicinity of the

nanoparticle (referred to as the local temperature) from observing the rate of physical rotation of the

asymmetric nanoparticles within the locally created polymer melt. Average temperatures across the entire

(mostly solid) sample (referred to as the global temperature) are simultaneously observed using a fluo-

rescence method from randomly dispersed molecular emitters. Comparing these two independent

measurements in films having varying concentrations of nanorods reveals the interplay between the local

and global temperatures, clearly demonstrating the capability of these material samples to sustain large

steady-state spatial temperature gradients when experiencing continuous-wave excitation photothermal

heating. These results are discussed quantitatively. Illustrative imaging studies of nanofibers under photo-

thermal heating also support the presence of a large temperature gradient. Photothermal heating in this

manner has potential utility in creating unique thermal processing conditions for outcomes such as

driving chemical reactions, inducing crystallinity changes, or enhancing degradation processes in a

manner unachievable by conventional heating methods.

1. Introduction

A metal nanoparticle has a large effective cross section1,2 for the
absorption of light resonant with its localized surface plasmon
resonance (LSPR). Although dependent on the size, shape, and
composition of the particle as well as the surrounding dielectric
environment, for noble metal nanoparticles the LSPR wave-
length range conveniently occurs within the visible or near infra-
red spectral region, where excitation sources are readily available.
When an LSPR is excited, a coherent oscillation of conduction
electrons occurs. Due to intrinsic losses, the coherent electron

motion decays rapidly3 and irreversibly (in ≲1 ns via a sequential
process of electron thermalization, electron–phonon relaxation,
and finally, phonon–phonon relaxation) and the absorbed
energy is converted into heat. For anisotropically-shaped metal
nanoparticles, electron oscillation along different spatial direc-
tions creates multiple, spectrally distinct LSPRs, such as the
longitudinal (l-LSPR) and transverse (t-LSPR) resonances present
in a gold nanorod (GNR).4,5 The aspect ratio (AR) of the GNR
controls the red-shifted spectral location of the l-LSPR as
compared to the relatively fixed t-LSPR.

Thus, a metal nanoparticle acts as both an efficient receiver
of electromagnetic waves (light absorber) and as a nanoscale
emitter of heat, effectively condensing the incident light into
locally-released thermal energy through this photothermal
effect. Dependent upon the coupling between a nanoparticle
and its surroundings, the thermal energy propagates away
from the nanoscale heater through radiative, convective, and
conductive processes, resulting in a temperature change in the
surrounding media. Though previously perceived as a parasitic
effect, new research directions seek to utilize plasmonically-
based photothermal heating within a diversity of fields and
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applications including chemistry,6 material catalysis,7,8

polymer processing,9–14 solar energy harvesting,15,16 optical
switching17 and actuation,18,19 as well as for biomedical uses
such as cancer therapy20 and drug delivery.21

Such novel heating applications present a challenging
experimental task of accurate temperature measurement with
nanoscale resolution.22–24 Myriad non-contact methods to infer
local temperatures near photothermally-active objects have been
employed, such a polarization anisotropy,25 emission
spectroscopy,26–29 absorption spectroscopy,30,31 conductance
measurements,32 detection of electron spin resonance,33 and
monitoring of irreversible morphological alterations11,34–36 or
reorientation dynamics of anisotropic nanoparticles within a
viscous medium.37 In the present work, comparison of the
observed temperature values in the immediate spatial region
surrounding GNRs to the average temperature values measured
over the entire sample volume reveals the existence of a steady-
state gradient within the polymer material. Temperature in the
vicinity of the nanorods is determined by monitoring the GNR
rotational dynamics while fluorescence from dispersed fluoro-
phores across the entire nanocomposite provides information
on the overall average sample temperature.

These results indicate that incorporating metal nano-
particles at low concentrations within a material environment
enables such efficacious nanoscale heaters to create a steady-
state, inhomogeneous spatial temperature distribution, where
the temperature near to the particle (referred to as “local”) can
be substantively larger than the average temperature in the
cooler sample volume regions further removed (referred to as
“global”). Such a steady-state temperature gradient has been
previously reported in nanocomposite samples experiencing
ultrafast femtosecond illumination.37 Here, a similar tempera-
ture distribution is shown to occur under continuous-wave
excitation, a result which is in contrast to previous general
theoretical predictions38,39 and measurements within aqueous
environments.40,41 Its presence is independent of the film
thickness, nanorod concentration, or substrate material. The
gradient is most prominently observed with dilute GNR
sample loading, which naturally creates larger average nano-
particle-to-nanoparticle spatial separations. Comparing two
significantly different nanoparticle concentrations, at higher
loading, the nanorods are relatively closely spaced, leading to
an overall average sample temperature that is above the melt
temperature (Tm) of the material and relatively close to the
peak, highest sample temperature (located near the GNRs).
However, at less concentrated loadings, while the sample
temperature near the GNRs is sufficient to melt a small
surrounding volume of polymer and allow nanorod rotational
reorientation, the overall average nanocomposite temperature
is significantly cooler (≪Tm); hence, the majority of the film
remains rigid and solid. Thus, under photothermal heating of
embedded metal nanoparticles utilizing a continuous-wave
excitation source, the interplay between the local and global
sample temperatures can be manipulated by altering particle
concentration. These observations have been made under
varying excitation conditions and take advantage of the dual

LSPRs available in GNRs to simultaneously use the nano-
particles to both heat and probe the sample local temperature.

An independent method to verify the steady-state tempera-
ture gradient is provided by monitoring morphological
changes of highly thermally sensitive nanofibrous samples
during photothermal heating. Measurements reveal selective
local melting of material in the nanoparticle’s immediate
spatial volume whilst the overall cylindrical fiber shape is
preserved, which is also consistent with distinctive local and
global temperatures.

2. Results and discussion
2.1 Creating large scale alignment of nanorods within a
polymer matrix

Considerable previous research exploring photothermal
heating of metal nanoparticles has employed aqueous
environments.41–44 Such experimental focus is due to both the
chemical compatibility between easily-fabricated, citrate-stabil-
ized metal nanoparticles and water, as well as the important
biomedical research applications of cancer and drug release
therapies.45 Fewer published works have explored using nano-
particles encapsulated within transparent (or thin) solid material
samples.9–14,19 Yet these environments have distinct advantages,
particularly when anisotropic nanoparticles are employed, due
to the useful ability to control and monitor the particle’s orien-
tation throughout thermal processes. Moreover, forming nano-
composites by embedding metal nanoparticles within polymer
matrices can create novel materials which have diverse technical
applications: for example, having enhanced optical46–51 or anti-
microbial52 properties, smart53 or self-healing54 capabilities,
increased photovoltaic efficiency,55,56 or performing actuation in
shape memory57,58 or liquid crystal59,60 systems.

The two spectrally distinct LSPRs characteristic of nanorods
provide a convenient optical signature to determine GNR align-
ment within thin nanocomposites samples. Fig. 1 displays
normalized polarized extinction measurements for a film
sample of polymer (polyethylene oxide (PEO)) containing
oriented GNRs. The peak at ∼520 nm (∼840 nm) corresponds
to the spectral location of the t-LSPR (l-LSPR) for an ensemble
of gold nanorods having an AR of ∼4 : 1 (68 nm : 17 nm).
A sample with oriented GNRs requires not only spectral
(i.e., wavelength) but also polarization matching for coupling
of light to the different LSPRs.

In Fig. 1, the angle value listed in the legend corresponds to
the relative angle between the polarization direction of the probe
beam and alignment direction of the longitudinal axis of the
GNRs, hence 0° (90°) indicates that the linearly-polarized probe
beam being oriented parallel (perpendicular). When rotating the
relative polarization direction from 0° to 90°, the peak which
corresponds to the l-LSPR decreases as the amplitude of t-LSPR
feature increases. For GNRs dispersed in low viscosity fluids or
randomly-oriented within solid film samples, no such angular
dependence on the extinction peaks is observed because the
nanorod orientation is homogeneous and isotropic.
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Achieving orientation of GNRs in nanocomposite films has
previously been demonstrated by mechanical means61,62 or
through application of external constant electric fields.37,63,64

In the present work, variations of the latter approach are
implemented to accomplish global ensemble GNR orientation
through two related methods, implemented either during
initial sample fabrication or in a post-processing manner. For
the first approach, an electric field of ∼20 kV cm−1 is applied
across a drop-cast solution consisting of PEO, GNRs, and other
additives in a methanol/water solvent mixture during drying
(for ∼1 hour) via solvent evaporation under ambient
conditions. The applied field induces a torque on the GNR and
thereby reorients the particle toward a preferred alignment
with the nanorod longitudinal axis parallel to the electric field.
Fig. 2a shows a transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image
of randomly-distributed GNRs in a thin, drop-cast PEO film. In
contrast, Fig. 2b reveals the effect of applying the electric field
during fabrication, producing alignment of the GNRs along
the field direction.

For the second approach to create sample-wide nano-
particle alignment, a fully dried, solid polymer film containing
randomly-oriented GNRs is illuminated for several minutes by
circularly-polarized light resonant with one of the LSPRs in
order to photothermally heat all GNRs regardless of orien-
tation, producing melting of the matrix surrounding the nano-
rods. Simultaneous application of an external electric field
subsequently fosters reorientation of the GNRs within the
locally molten polymer along the field direction. The electric
field is then maintained for one hour after the excitation laser
beam is extinguished, and as the polymer melt cools and
re-solidifies, the externally-determined, nanorod orientation is

preserved. Comparison of TEM images in ESI Fig. S1a and
S1b† show the effectiveness of this second approach, where an
excitation source of 4 W cm−2 at 514 nm (resonant with the
t-LSPR of the GNRs) was utilized. Both methods produce the
same average high GNR alignment fidelity (0 ± ∼9°) in the
final nanocomposite samples, as determined by analysis of
multiple TEM images.

2.2 Measuring nanoscale temperature through non-contact
approaches

Non-contact optical thermometry65–68 is a general approach to
remotely observe thermal processes. Recently, specific
methods37 have been developed to interpret temperature infor-
mation from polymer nanocomposite samples undergoing
photothermal heating of metal nanoparticles using ultrafast

Fig. 1 Normalized polarized extinction versus wavelength measure-
ments reveal the spectral locations of the t-LSPR (∼520 nm) and l-LSPR
(∼840 nm). For nanocomposite PEO : GNR film samples having an
ensemble of aligned nanorods (where 0° (90°) corresponds to the line-
arly-polarized probe beam directed parallel (perpendicular) to the long
axis of the GNRs) when rotating the polarization direction from 0° to
90°, the peak corresponding to the l-LSPR decreases as the amplitude
of t-LSPR feature increases.

Fig. 2 Electric-field assisted alignment of GNRs. (a) TEM image of an
as-fabricated PEO : GNR film with random orientations of nanorods.
Scale bar applies to both images. (b) TEM image of PEO : GNR nano-
composite film with an applied electric field of 20 kV cm−1 during drying
under ambient conditions, creating a global alignment of the nanorods
along the field direction, as indicated by the white arrow.
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laser excitation. In that previous research, a steady-state temp-
erature gradient was observed where the sample was the
hottest at the GNRs and cooler in the direction radially away
from the nanoparticles. Similarly, in the results presented here
two distinct optical methods are simultaneously employed to
detect the steady-state temperature within the polymer nano-
composite while undergoing continuous-wave photothermal
heating of the embedded nanorods. Comparison of steady-
state temperature information at two locations – in the
immediately vicinity of the GNRs and from the average across
the entire sample which is heavily weighted toward the cooler
regions – reveals a temperature gradient also exists within a
polymeric sample under these excitation conditions, though
not as extreme in range as under ultra-fast pulsed excitation.

2.2.1 Perylene as molecular temperature reporter.
Uniformly dispersed fluorophores within a solid thin film can
act as molecular nanoscale temperature sensors and provide a
robust, spatially-averaged measurement of sample tempera-
ture. As discussed extensively in previous works,10,12,13,19,37

generally the amplitude and shape of the fluorescence spec-
trum is reproducibly altered as a function of sample tempera-
ture due to an enhanced non-radiative relaxation rate (specifi-
cally, a decrease in overall amplitude and broadening in peak
width with increasing temperature). Comparing emission
amplitude values at two distinct wavelengths provides a ratio
measurement which minimizes any spurious effects due to
excitation source fluctuations. Analyzing correlations for all
possible wavelength ratios from full spectra taken at differing
temperatures and assuming (a priori) a linear relationship
reveals multiple potential ratio pairs. The wavelength ratios
with the most linear temperature dependence come from com-
binations of fluorescence peak wavelengths (peaks) compared
against the lower amplitude spectral regions between adjacent
peaks (troughs). Since the first, lowest wavelength peak
emission (∼450 nm in a PEO composite film) is also potentially
subject to influence by re-absorption, it is not utilized to avoid
sample thickness or fluorophore concentration dependences.
Subsequently, a calibration curve of sample temperature versus
ratio value using the trough between the two lowest wavelength
emission peaks and the second fluorescence peak is generated
for the particular polymer composite system, as samples are
heated using conventional means such as a hot plate.

Under such conventional heating, the sample temperature
is largely homogenous and relatively spatially uniform with
energy transferring from the sample’s surface into the interior;
in contrast, under photothermal heating, thermal energy is
released locally at the nanoparticles and may create nanoscale
temperature inhomogeneity within the sample, where it is
hottest at the GNRs and cooler further away, heating the
sample from the inside out. While each individual, randomly
placed fluorophore has a relaxation rate that is sensitive to its
own immediate, unique environment, emission signals from a
large ensemble provide a robust and accurate spatially-
averaged temperature measurement across the sample. Hence,
using the calibration curve, ratio values from conventionally
heated samples are compared to those which undergo photo-

thermal heating from metal nanoparticles, which provides a
determination of the average sample temperature created
under different excitation conditions.

For the well-dispersed perylene molecules, this observation
weights the measurement towards the signals from cooler
sample regions further removed from GNRs which represents
the vast majority of the sample volume (as the nanoparticles
typically are introduce at a low loading level of ≤∼1 weight
percent (wt%) within the sample). Depending on the nano-
particle loading, the average particle-to-particle spacing varies
from few 100 nm to μm distances.

2.2.2 Direct measurement of GNR rotation. Rotational
diffusion of GNRs embedded within a rigid material sample
implicitly necessitates that the local volume surrounding the
nanoparticle reaches a sufficiently high temperature that the
material becomes molten, thereby enabling random (i.e.,
Brownian-like motion) or driven (i.e., electric field-induced)
nanorod re-alignment. The presence of such reorientations
provides a lower limit on the temperature of the sample
volume surrounding the GNRs (i.e., that the melting tempera-
ture of the material has been attained in this region).
Furthermore, as the dynamics of GNR rotation are determined
by temperature-dependent local viscosity, which can be rigor-
ously calibrated using the reorientation rates observed within
uniformly heated samples, the rate of the nanorods reorienta-
tion under photothermal heating can be used to infer the
average local temperature within the (nanoscale dimension-
ally-sized) rotational volume.

Overall initial global alignment of an ensemble of GNRs
embedded at low loading concentration within thin polymer
nanocomposite samples is achieved using external fields
during sample fabrication, as briefly described above and in
the Experimental methods section. Non-destructive optical
detection of the in situ orientation of the nanorods occurs
through monitoring the transmission of a linearly-polarized,
weak probe beam, resonant with one of the LSPRs of the
nanorod. As shown in Fig. 1, for the selected LSPR, maximum
(minimum) transmission occurs for orthogonal (parallel)
alignment of the light field direction of linear-polarization and
the axis of the nanorod. Hence, for driven or random motion
of the GNRs from the initially aligned arrangement, corres-
ponding changes in the transmission of the probe beam can
be observed in time.

A typical experimental calibration measurement sequence
follows: PEO : GNR film samples with initially aligned GNRs
are conventionally, uniformly heated using a hot plate while
nanorod orientation is maintained by applying an electric field
at 20 kV cm−1 directed parallel to the long axis of the GNRs,
referred to as the “holding field”. After a stable constant tem-
perature is achieved, a linearly-polarized laser probe beam
resonant with the l-LSPR of the nanorod transmits through the
sample, with its polarization direction orthogonal to the long
axis of the nanorod. Maintaining the optical beam at a very low
intensity (∼2 mW cm−2) insures that photothermal effects
induced by the probe beam are negligible. The holding electric
field is switched off and a new electric field of the same ampli-
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tude but directed parallel to the polarization direction of the
probe beam is applied (“driving field”). The transmission of the
probe laser beam is monitored as the GNRs undergo forced re-
orientation to the new preferred alignment direction. Similarly,
measurements can be also made without the driving field, in
which case the GNRs undergo random rotational motion.

Fig. 3 presents examples of driven nanorod reorientation
within a PEO : GNR film at three different homogeneous
sample temperatures using a linearly-polarized weak laser
beam to probe the l-LSPR of the nanorods. For sample tem-
peratures less than the melting temperature of PEO (Tm =
65 °C), no change in probe transmittance is observed (e.g.,
62 °C, dark grey triangles). At 70 °C (light grey circles), the
nanorods take ∼10 minutes to fully reorient. The vertical
double arrow and horizontal or vertical rods schematically
depict the relative initial (perpendicular) and final (parallel)
orientations of the probe polarization direction and the GNRs
long axis, respectively. If the sample temperature is raised
further (e.g., 84 °C, black squares), the rate of the driven GNR
rotation increases, indicated by the curve shifting to lower
times. In this manner, rotation curves for uniform sample
temperatures from 65–150 °C are measured. Subsequently,
similarly observed GNR rotational reorientation occurring
under a particular photothermal heating condition (i.e.,
certain laser intensity) can be matched to one of these curves,
enabling the local temperature experienced by the nanorods to
be determined.

Controlling the alignment of GNRs within the nano-
composite sample through application of external fields (light
and electric) can be repeated with limited loss of fidelity.
Fig. 4a shows a TEM image of an initially, vertically-aligned
PEO : GNR film achieved through the second method outlined
previously. Subsequently, re-application of the photothermal
heating laser and switching the electric field to a (now) hori-
zontally-directed orientation ultimately drives the ensemble of
GNRs 90° to a new alignment direction (TEM image, Fig. 4b);
thereby, the GNRs within the sample are being controllably
pushed from an aligned state to an aligned (with new direc-
tion) state. This process can be iterated by switching to an
orthogonally-oriented electric field each time complete align-
ment of the nanorod ensemble is achieved. Hence, in Fig. 4c,
the electric field direction is alternatively changed by 90° for 5
consecutive repetitions. Accordingly, though the nanorods do
potentially have the ability to also laterally diffuse, there is no
evidence of subsequent widespread GNR agglomeration. We
note that the slight reduction seen in the probe beam signal
extreme values may indicate a small percentage of GNRs are
no longer contributing to the measurement. Such a loss might
be due to either a low level of aggregation or if the nanorods
migrate to the film–substrate glass surface interface and
become unable to rotate.

2.3 Presence of a steady-state inhomogeneous temperature
distribution and its dependence on nanorod concentration
and irradiation intensity

Observations of steady-state local and global temperatures in
PEO : GNR nanocomposite films under continuous-wave
photothermal heating demonstrate the presence of a sustained
temperature gradient, warmest near the nanoparticles and
cooler in regions further removed. Fig. 5 shows measurements
of the temperature from GNR reorientation (local) and that of
the average sample temperature made simultaneously via the
perylene fluorescence method (global) for the extreme values
of nanorod film concentration investigated. In the case of the
highest particle concentration employed (2.5 wt% GNR),
having an average GNR-to-GNR separation of ∼0.27 μm, Fig. 5a
reveals that the entire film sample is molten, as the global
sample steady-state temperature for all light intensities is
above Tm for PEO (indicated by the horizontal dotted line),
monotonically rising from an initial value ∼65 °C at the lowest
laser intensity (0.5 W cm−2) and increasing to ∼70 °C at the
largest laser intensity employed (4 W cm−2).

In the region close to the nanoparticles, the local steady-
state temperature grows commensurately from 75–100 °C with
increasing illumination intensity. These observations reveal a
temperature difference ΔT of ∼17 ± 7 °C between the small
regions enveloping the photothermal nanoscale nanorods
heaters as compared to the cooler sample volumes further
away, with a maximum change of ∼30 °C at the highest inten-
sity for this relatively high GNR concentration case. In con-
trast, for the most dilute GNR loading (average rod-to-rod dis-
tance ∼1.2 μm between neighboring GNRs), Fig. 5b illustrates
that the average sample temperature is only (23–28 °C) slightly

Fig. 3 Observation of GNR rotation under homogeneous heating for
three different temperatures. Initially, the polarization direction of the
probe field and the GNR orientation direction are orthogonal, thus
transmittance is maximized. For average sample temperature below the
melting temperature, the transmission signal remains constant (dark
grey triangles, 62 °C). As GNRs are driven toward the new alignment
direction parallel to the polarization direction, the beam transmission
evolves to a minimum (light grey circles, 70 °C). The rate of the GNR
reorientation increases with higher sample temperature (black squares,
84 °C), as indicated by the arrow.
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above the ambient value (∼21 °C) as the majority of the
sample remains relatively cool and solid. However, the temp-
erature in the vicinity of the GNR surpasses Tm, increasing

with higher laser intensity from 66–81 °C, creating an average
ΔT of ∼46 ± 4 °C in this range of irradiation intensities with a
maximum change of ∼53 °C under the highest illumination
condition. These observations make intuitive physical sense in
several ways: each particle has a well-defined cross-section for
absorption and thus under a particular intensity at a specific
wavelength, the energy absorbed per second per particle
should be identical. The resultant local and global steady-state
temperature will depend on the associated losses and the heat
transport within the material. In steady-state, the temperature
moving away from each particle to a distance r will fall off as
∼1/rx, where for a spherical particle in a homogeneous
environment (a thick amorphous or liquid sample) x = 1
exactly. As particle concentration increases, the global temp-
erature will increase as more total energy is deposited into the
system. Thinking of the nanoscale heat profile, if the tempera-
ture at each particle is relatively constant and the decrease in
temperature with distance (in the simplest approximation,
determined by the thermal conductivity) is also fixed, the
“tails” of the temperature profile of each heater will overlap

Fig. 4 Recurrent driven GNR alignment. (a) TEM image of a PEO : GNR
nanocomposite film sample having initially vertically-aligned nanorods,
with an average GNR angular direction of 0 ± 9.2°. (b) TEM image after
photothermal heating (4 W cm−2 at 514 nm resonant with the t-SPR)
and a horizontally-oriented electric field of 20 kV cm−1, which causes
reorientation of the ensemble GNRs to 90° ± 11.6°. (c) This driven
rotational process can be repeated by switching from a parallel- to a
(comparatively) perpendicularly-oriented electric field after each com-
plete alignment is achieved. Note: At ∼55 minutes, the electric field is
turned off, enabling random GNR reorientation.

Fig. 5 Observed temperatures within nanocomposite film samples as a
function of photothermal heating laser intensity determined near the
nanorods by GNR rotation (local) as compared to the overall average
measured by fluorescence (global). (a) Under high particle loading
(2.5 wt% GNR), and (b) 100× more dilute particular concentration
(0.025 wt% GNR), where the horizontal dotted lines correspond to
Tm for PEO.
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and self-consistently determine the average background temp-
erature far from any particle. As the particle spacing decreases,
the distance where neighboring curves overlap also decreases
as reflected in an increase in global temperature. Thus, for
samples with higher nanoscale heater concentrations, the
overall global temperature is increased, the difference between
the extreme sample temperature values is reduced, and the
temperature within the system is generally spatially more
homogeneous. Conversely, for the much larger GNR separ-
ations when fewer nanoheaters are present in the sample, ΔT
is enhanced as the local, hotter volumes around the nanorods
(in this case, molten polymer) are widely-separated within the
largely solid, much cooler sample.

Fig. 6 displays additional data over a range of GNR concen-
trations from 0.025–2.5 wt%: identically-shaped symbols are
used for each concentration, filled (open) for the local (global)
data. (Data points for 2.5 and 0.025 wt% GNR samples are the
same as displayed in Fig. 5.) There are several important
points to consider. In each case, the expected behavior of com-
paratively higher temperatures locally and cooler ones globally,
which all increase as the light intensity rises, is observed. For
the two lowest concentrations (0.025 and 0.05 wt%, respect-
ively) the global temperature remains below Tm for the entire
intensity range. Physically this means that much of the sample
is solid, with only small molten regions located around each
particle. At 0.25 wt% (corresponding to an average nanorod
separation of ∼0.57 μm), only at the highest applied laser
intensity (4 W cm−2) is the melting point of PEO reached
across the entire sample; for the next highest concentration
(1 wt%) this level is achieved at 3 W cm−2.

Comparing the sensitivity of the local and global tempera-
tures to nanoparticle concentration, at a given intensity, most
of the local temperatures are similar (overlapping within error)
whereas the global temperature varies more dramatically from

essentially room temperature for the lowest concentration to
greater than Tm for higher particle loadings. The data indicates
that for most concentrations studied, the molten polymer
immediately surrounding the particle has a (local) temperature
that is relatively independent of concentration. This outcome
may be a result of the molten environment, where additional
energy loss mechanisms are present compared to the solid
sample portions, as well as the consequence of significant
changes in the heat capacity and thermal conductivity of PEO
near Tm. Such effects can also be observed in the global temp-
erature data. Examining the global temperature for 1 wt% con-
centration (open circles), when the majority of the material is
solid (global temperature below Tm, for intensity <3 W cm−2),
increase in temperature with intensity is roughly linear;
however upon complete sample melting the curve flattens,
with the observed temperature at 4 W cm−2 unchanged from
that seen at 3 W cm−2. Similarly, for the range of concen-
trations (all except the lowest) where irradiation of 4 W cm−2

intensity results in global temperature near Tm, the data is
similarly clustered, with almost no change in global tempera-
ture despite a 50× increase in particle concentration. This indi-
cates that significant changes to the thermal properties of the
system with temperature make it more difficult to heat in the
molten regime, thus decreasing the increase in temperature
when energy input increases and causing the data to cluster.

The more dramatic changes in the global temperature (par-
ticularly when most of the sample is in solid phase) can be
quantitatively understood and analyzed via measurement and
consideration of thermal loss and changes in thermal losses
under different conditions. This case (where most of the
sample volume is not molten) can benefit from application of
a useful phenomenological model (developed in a previous
work10) as follows: in steady-state, energy into and out of the

system are balanced so that
Qin

time
¼ Qout

time
. Conduction and con-

vection losses depend linearly on temperature difference.
Thus, for cases where thermal loss due to radiation is negli-

gible, a rough approximation gives
Qout

time
¼ aT where T is an

average (global) temperature difference (above the initial room
temperature value) and a includes both the coefficients of
thermal conductivity and convective heat transfer, as well as
the cross-sectional area.10 Thinking of the system’s path to

achieving steady-state,
Qin

time
is constant with time and for any

short time increment without a phase transition,
Qin

time
� Qout

time
¼ mc

@T
@t

� �
. (We point out that the latent heat of

melting needed to transition the sample through this phase
transition is relatively small as discussed further in section
2.4; thus most of Qin is available to increase the temperature.)
In the simplest analysis, if all heat loss coefficients are temp-
erature independent, the initial loss will be small (due to the

small T ), the initial
Qin

time
will lead to an increase in tempera-

ture, resulting in a larger
Qout

time
, and this process will continue

Fig. 6 (a) Observed local versus global temperatures for five different
nanorod concentrations in a PEO : GNR nanocomposite film. The hori-
zontal dotted line corresponds to the melting temperature of PEO.
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until
Qout

time
¼ Qin

time
at which point steady-state is achieved.

Thus, a measure of the losses in the system can be achieved by
observing the rate of increase in temperature before steady-
state is achieved; in general, the larger the loss coefficients,
the shorter the time to steady-state. For the simplest case (con-

stant loss coefficients with temperature),
@T
@t

¼ B� AT where B

is defined as
Qout
time

� �
mc

, A is
a
mc

, m is the sample mass and c is the

specific heat. The solution to this differential equation is:

T ¼ B
A

� �
1� e�At
� � ð1Þ

In practice, it is highly unlikely that A will remain constant
with temperature and due to the nanoscale nature of photo-
thermal heating, there are in fact many interfaces through
which heat transport will occur (resulting in many dissimilar
loss terms having varying effective area and temperature differ-
ences). However, the pertinent point of the above analysis is
that temperature versus time before achievement of steady-
state reveals useful information about the effective losses
present in the system. Quantitative analysis of such tempera-
ture versus time data enables a deeper understanding and
explanation of the resultant global steady-state temperatures
(as shown in Fig. 6), as undertaken in the next section.

2.4 Average sample temperature vs. time for different GNR
concentrations

Fig. 7 shows temperature versus time (with t = 0 s the moment
the irradiation is first applied) for four different GNR concen-
trations in PEO : GNR nanocomposite films at three distinct
illumination conditions. (Additional curves at other intermedi-
ate applied irradiances (0.5 and 3.0 W cm−2) are shown in ESI
Fig. S2.†) Generally, for a given illumination intensity, the time
to achieve steady-state (which reflects the losses in the system)
is faster as GNR concentration is increased. Higher tempera-
tures result in augmented loss mechanisms: for instance, the
coefficients associated with natural convention (e.g., air remov-
ing heat from the surface of the sample) have a non-linear
temperature dependence and polymer melting escalates both
conduction and convection processes within the sample. It is
crucially important to measure and account for this complex
heat loss when analyzing the results of photothermal heating.
As an example, at 0.25 wt% loading, a naïve approach might
be to expect that increasing the intensity from 0.5 W cm−2 to
1 W cm−2, would result in a doubling of Tss, the steady-state
temperature above ambient. Fig. 8 includes this data, where
the actual observed change is from 17.3 ± 1.5 °C to 23.2 ±
1.5 °C. However, this discrepancy can be resolved by consider-
ing the changes in loss coefficients as estimated from the time
to achieve steady-state. In particular, accounting for the fact
that the effective A (as revealed by the more rapid approach to
steady state) has increased by ∼1.4× results in an estimate of
24 ± 2 °C, which overlaps the observed value.

Fig. 8 displays such an analysis for 0.05, 0.25 and 1.0 wt%
GNR concentration film samples where the observed global
steady-state temperature rise above ambient is shown as points
and the lines are estimates with no adjustable parameters.
Each estimate scales the previous lower intensity T value by
considering the known change in intensity and adjusting for
the measured change in loss. Because it is clear from the data
that the temperature versus time response (particularly for
final global temperatures near Tm) contains several different
effective time constants (as expected as discussed at the end of

Fig. 7 Global sample temperature measurement versus time for
different nanoparticle concentrations (0.05, 0.25, 1.0, and 2.5 wt% GNR)
as the photothermal laser intensity is doubled from (a) 1.0 W cm−2, to (b)
2.0 W cm−2, and then doubled again to (c) 4.0 W cm−2. See also Fig. S2.†
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section 2.3), a simple approach of determining the time to
0.5 × Tss is taken, where this value is then utilized as an
approximate measure of average loss. Thus, in determining
increase in thermal losses when changing intensity, the ratio
of the 0.5 × Tss time values for the associated cases are
employed. Within this approach, one assumption is that the
temperature increase is continuous, that is, the time delay
associated with latent heat is sufficiently small to be neglected.
Given the incoming intensity and the total mass of the film,
the associated time delay to melt the entire sample is esti-
mated to be between 0.1 and 0.5 minutes (depending on
irradiation intensity and the conversion efficiency), which is
insignificant compared to the measured times of a few to tens
of minutes as shown in Fig. 7. Returning to Fig. 8, fit of the
estimates to the observed data for the lowest GNR concen-
trations (0.05 wt% and 0.25 wt%) indicates a self-consistency
between changes in the speed to reach steady-state and the
steady-state values as constrained by the simple model utilized
for eqn (1). Thus, the fits of these curves (with no adjustable
parameters) indicates that that the full data set is internally
consistent and relatively well understood.

As the concentration increases and thus the global tempera-
ture approaches Tm (indicated by the horizontal dotted line),
the estimates from this simple model are the same order of
magnitude as the data but no longer closely fit the observed
Tss as a function of intensity (i.e., at 1% loading, the fit and
data do not overlap). It is likely that in these cases where A is
changing dramatically during the heating process, the simple
approach of determining an average value is inadequate. The
estimate is improved by focusing on the early time response of
the system utilizing the time to 0.1 × Tss to estimate the losses,

as shown by the dashed grey line. However in both cases, the
estimates are consistently higher than the observed value. This
observation is consistent with the previous discussion of data
clustering for cases where the local or global sample is molten.
Temperature dependent changes in the thermal properties of
the system reduce the increase in Tss with increased energy
input.

3. Polymeric nanofibers acting as a
temperature indicator

Nanofibrous mats consist of layers of randomly oriented fibers
of typically ∼100–300 nm diameter. Customarily fabricated by
some variation of an electrospinning process,69–74 the result-
ing samples both have a large surface-to-volume ratio and a
high porosity value (∼70% open space) which is useful for a
wide variety of modern technical applications.75,76

Fig. 9a shows a scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image
of an as-fabricated mat of PEO : GNR nanofibers having an
average fiber diameter of 125 ± 25 nm. During the nano-
composite electrospinning fabrication process, due to the pres-
ence of the applied electric field, nanorods self-orient along
the fiber axis12,77 as exemplified in Fig. 9b, a TEM image of
several individual nanofibers.37

In general, polymeric nanofibers are markedly and irreversi-
bly affected when experiencing temperatures which approach
Tm of the matrix material. Due to the very large surface area to
volume and suppression of Tm at the surface, once subjected
to temperatures at or above approximately Tm −15 °C, the
nanofibers begin curling and fusing together and ultimately
lose all distinct morphological structure to form a homo-
geneous featureless film. As shown in Fig. 10a, when heated to
50 °C (Tm −15 °C for PEO), PEO : GNR nanofibers fuse.
Similarly, if heated at 70 °C (Fig. 10b), fiber fusion leads to
larger structures and loss of distinct fibers. Finally, under
conventional heating at 90 °C, complete loss of fibers and film
formation is seen (Fig. 10c). Hence, observing the morphology
of nanofibers provides an indirect method for discerning

Fig. 8 Global temperature above ambient versus applied intensity for
0.05, 0.25 and 1.0 wt% GNR concentration. Fits are straight solid lines,
with shaded region displaying confidence bounds. For global sample
temperatures below Tm (indicated by the horizontal dotted line), there is
good agreement; for conditions where global sample temperatures
approach or exceed Tm, such a simple treatment is less effective at
modelling the sample’s thermal behavior.

Fig. 9 (a) SEM image of as-fabricated, randomly-arranged, PEO nano-
fibers containing 0.005 wt% of GNR. (b) Characteristic TEM image of the
nanofibers reveal the GNRs align along the fiber axis direction during
fabrication.
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information about the thermal history of a sample, and in
particular, whether a threshold temperature (∼Tm) was
approached or possibly exceeded.

This insight is particularly useful as an indication of
surface temperature37 which can be utilized ex situ and as an
independent measure of global temperature, synergistic with
the molecular thermometry experiments summarized in the
previous two sections. Fig. 11a shows an SEM image of nano-
fibers after exposure to 4 W cm−2 green laser light, where from
the nanocomposite film results the expectation is that the
local temperature (∼88 °C in films) around the GNRs will
exceed Tm while the global average sample temperature
(∼34 °C in films) will remain significantly cooler (far below
Tm). This example is a particularly illustrative case as the fiber
diameter is just slightly larger than the GNR length. Thus the
portion of the nanofiber “near” the GNR is the entire fiber
segment (a volume approximately 125 nm in diameter and
80–100 nm along the fiber). Indeed, consistent with these
previous temperature measurements, except solely in the very
immediate spatial regions surrounding the nanoparticles
(TEM image Fig. 11b) where occasional fiber breakage occurs,

there is no evidence of any larger scale deleterious thermal
effects. In contrast with the conventional heating results,
there is no observation of any fiber melting, fiber merging or
other gross shape changes away from the regions in the
immediate vicinity of each GNR. Fig. 11b also illustrates that
nanorod reorientation has occurred, which indicates com-
plete melting in the region immediately surrounding the
GNR.

These observations are consistent with the results in films
in the previous sections, indicating that a large spatial temp-
erature gradient is present at steady-state under photothermal
heating with continuous wave light where there are large
spatial temperature changes extremely local to the nano-
particle. Overt melting of a short nanoscale segment in con-
junction with the remainder of the nanofiber remaining solid
is consistent with fiber breakage at the GNR locations.

4. Conclusions

Optical nanothermometry under a wide range of nanoparticle
loading levels and applied light intensities confirms the pres-
ence of a significantly heterogeneous steady-state temperature
distribution in the interior of solid polymer films experiencing
photothermal heating due to embedded metal nanorods illu-
minated by continuous wave light resonant with the GNR’s
localized surface plasmon resonance. Analysis of the global
temperature’s approach to steady-state and the resultant
steady-state temperature measurements demonstrate that the
results are self-consistent and compatible with a simple model
where the thermal losses in the system can be estimated via
the measured time to equilibrium. For both local and global
temperatures, temperature was relatively insensitive to changes
in intensity or nanoparticle concentration (both of which
provide linear increase in heat input to the system per time)
when the polymer was molten, which is not surprising given
the increase in heat loss mechanisms and change in associ-
ated coefficients with temperature in this regime. When the
polymer is formed into nanofibers the extreme local heating in
the vicinity of each GNR lead to melting and fiber breakage at
the GNR locations while the remainder of the nanofibers
shows no evidence of significant heating.

Fig. 10 TEM image of PEO : GNR nanofibers (0.005 wt% nanorods) after 25 minutes of conventional heating at (a) 50 °C, (b) 70 °C, and (c) 90 °C.

Fig. 11 (a) SEM image of PEO : GNR (0.005 wt% nanorods) after
25 minutes of photothermal treatment with 514 nm light having an
intensity of 4 W cm−2. The fibers remain intact with no overt changes in
morphology, except for occasional breakages. (b) TEM image of such
photothermally-treated fibers reveal the GNRs have undergone random
local rotations (are no longer oriented along the fiber axis direction),
which indicates that the polymer melted at these locations. Additionally,
the fiber breakages and apparent melting occurs exclusively at the GNR
sites, consistent with polymer melting in one short region while the rest
of the fiber remained solid.
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5. Experimental section
5.1 Materials

Polyethylene oxide (PEO) having molecular weight of 400
kg mol−1 was obtained from Scientific Polymer Products.
Methanol (UltimAR) from Macron, perylene (99.5%) from
Sigma Aldrich, NaOH (98%) from Sigma Aldrich, tetraethoxysi-
lane (99.9%) from Alfa Aesar, and 2-[methooxy(polyethyl-
eneoxy)propyl]9-12-trimethoxysilane (PEG-silane) from Gelest
were used as received. The last three chemicals were utilized to
create a silica over-coating on the GNR. Perylene, with an
initial dispersion in methanol, was incorporated with the
polymer to serve as a molecular temperature sensor. All chemi-
cals were used as received. Deionized water (18.2 MΩ) was
produced from a laboratory purification system (Evoqua Water
Technologies). The glass substrates (Fisherbrand, microscope
cover glass 12-540B) were cleaned prior to use with a commer-
cial UV-ozone system (Procleaner 110, Bioforce Nanoscience).

5.2 Gold nanorod synthesis

Produced via a seed-mediated growth process,78 the GNRs had
average lengths of 68 ± 7 nm, widths of 17 ± 3 nm, and ARs of
4.0 ± 0.82, as determined by analyzing >100 particles using
TEM images of drop-cast samples. Both nanorods which were
hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB)-capped, as
well as those coated in thin (∼4 nm) silica shells79 were used
in this study. In general, the silica shells provide enhanced
thermal stability; however under the conditions used in this
study, there was no evidence of degradation of uncoated GNRs.
We note in addition, PEGylating the surfaces of the silica-
coated GNRs by adding PEG-silane resulted in these nanorods
having superior solubility in multiple organic solvents.

5.3 Nanocomposite film fabrication

PEO powder (4.0 wt%) was mixed into a GNR-methanol solu-
tion, and perylene added (0.09 wt%) to serve as a fluorescent
temperature sensors, randomly distributed throughout the
bulk sample. The resultant solution was drop-cast onto
cleaned glass coverslips to obtain PEO–GNR thin film samples
having a thickness of ∼8 µm. The observations reported here
are independent of the substrate composition or thickness,
with the same results obtained (within error) for films
deposited on thin glass, thick glass, or sapphire substrates
(see ESI Fig. S3†). For the film samples discussed in this
report, the concentration of GNRs was varied by 100× over the
range from 2.5–0.025 wt% of the final nanocomposite, corres-
ponding to adjusting the average separation between nanorods
from 0.26 ± 0.03 to 1.24 ± 0.03 μm. Two methods were used to
create nanocomposite samples having GNRs with large-scale
alignment. For the first, external parallel electrodes applied a
homogeneous DC electric field (∼20 kV cm−1) while drop-cast
samples were dried under ambient conditions (∼1 hour) in
order to orient the GNRs’ long axes along the applied field
direction. In the second approach, a fully dried film with
random GNR orientation was exposed to high intensity,
circularly-polarized light (4 W cm−2 @ 514 nm) resonant with

the t-LSPR for ∼10 minutes under ambient conditions, while
the DC electric field was simultaneously applied.
Subsequently, the light is blocked and the electric field left on
for ∼1 hour as the sample cools.

5.4 Nanocomposite fiber fabrication

A PEO : GNR : perylene : water solution was prepared and
mixed using a magnetic stirrer; the PEO (perylene) was at
4 (0.09) wt% relative to the total water content; GNRs in water
could be added at varying dilutions, which results in
2.5–0.005 wt% in the final nanocomposite. After stirring over-
night, the solution was single-needle electrospun80 using a
syringe-pump (New Era Pump Systems, Model NE 500) at a
feed rate of 6 μL per minute with a positive-polarity needle-to-
collector applied voltage of 15 kV (Glassman High Voltage,
Model no. FC60R2) and a needle-to-collector working distance
of 20 cm. The collector was electrically grounded. The nano-
fibers are gathered in layers having random fiber orientation
onto glass coverslips affixed to aluminum foil on the collector;
or directly onto aluminum stubs or copper grids for electron
microscopy analysis. Well-formed cylindrical nanofibers were
fabricated having ∼125 ± 25 nm in diameter, analyzing
multiple SEM images using Image J software.

5.5 Illumination sources

The photothermal excitation light was produced by a commer-
cial water-cooled Ar+ continuous-wave laser (Coherent Innova
Sabre R ML 14). The multi-line output was dispersed with a
prism, enabling only the narrow single, spectral line at 514 nm
to be used. The linearly-polarized excitation beam is made cir-
cularly-polarized using a quarter-wave plate, then expanded
and collimated to ∼5 mm diameter (1/e2 value) before illumi-
nating the sample, acting as the cw photothermal heating
beam. The average light intensity could be varied using the
laser power supply, enabling controlled intensity over a range
of 0.5–4 W cm−2. Internal laser feedback control enabled
power stabilization (≲3% amplitude variation) during experi-
mental runs. Commercial diode lasers were used to generate
the red 808 nm (Kales CNCs laser modules) and violet 405 nm
(maXYZmodules) beams used in temperature measurements.
GNR rotation utilized the 808 nm laser beam collimated to
∼2 mm diameter (∼1/e2 value) and made weak in power
(∼50 μW). Average (global) sample temperature measurements
used a 405 nm continuous-wave diode laser, expanded and
collimated to ∼3 mm diameter (∼1/e2 value) to excite the
homogeneously-distributed perylene molecules. All three
beams are spatially well-overlapped on the sample.

5.6 Sample characterization

SEM images (FEI Phenom-World BV) were used to characterize
the nanofibers while TEM measurements were performed
(JEOL 2000FX) in order to analyze the dimensions of the GNRs
and their orientations within the thin film and nanofiber
samples.
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5.7 Temperature measurements

Method #1: Full spectrum perylene fluorescence was detected
after 405 nm excitation by using a double-grating scanning
monochromator (SPEX 1680B), with the output beam detected
by a side-on photomultiplier tube (PMT) detector (Hamamatsu
931B) coupled to a homemade amplifier. The amplified signal
enabled photon counting (Stanford Research System SR 400)
with a subtracted background correction by counting equal
times with the excitation source blocked. Temperature values
are inferred by comparing amplitude ratio values at trough
(∼465 nm) and peak (∼480 nm) features under homogeneous,
uniform heating conditions using a commercial hot plate
(VWR 7 × 7 CER), to those generated during photothermal
heating of the GNRs. Scattered light was selected against by
using dielectric interference filters. The overall system resolu-
tion was <1 nm. Method #2: To directly observe GNR rotation,
the 808 nm laser beam was made extremely weak and optically
amplitude-modulated at a 2 kHz rate with a flywheel chopper
(Stanford Research Systems SR540), then detected after trans-
mission through the sample by a photodiode (Thorlabs
DET36A) whose signal was fed to a lockin amplifier (EG&G
Princeton Applied Research Model 5209) referenced to the
chopper frequency. The linear-polarization direction of the
probe laser was oriented perpendicularly to the initial GNR
ensemble alignment. A DC electric field along the initial GNR
alignment direction (holding field) maintained the particles’
orientation for ∼15 minutes under cw photothermal excitation
until a stable, steady-state sample temperature (as determined
by method #1) is achieved. Then, simultaneously, the field was
turned off and a new electric field oriented orthogonally to the
first was applied (driving field), and the probe transmittance
subsequently monitored. The temperature was calibrated by
comparison of the rate of GNR rotation to curves generated by
samples which were heated conventionally using the hot plate.
Note: While the absolute rate of rotation reorientation (either
driven by an external electric field or freely, randomly
diffusing) was GNR coating-dependent, this effect is accounted
for by the calibration procedure and types of rods showed the
same resultant measured temperature within error.
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Figure S1. Photothermal- and field-assisted GNR alignment. (a) TEM image of as-fabricated 
PEO:GNR film having random nanorod orientations. Scale bar applies to both images. (b) 
TEM image same type of nanocomposite film after photothermal heating (4 W/cm2 at 514 
nm) simultaneously with an applied electric field of 20 kV/cm, resulting in global alignment 
(0 ± 8.1°) of the GNRs. 
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Figure S2. Average global sample temperature versus time for different GNR concentrations 
observed under different 514 nm illumination intensities, such as (a) 0.5 W/cm2, and (b) 3.0 
W/cm2. Horizontal dotted lines in both graphs indicate Tm for PEO. 
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Figure S3. Temperature measurements are independent of substrate material 
composition or thickness. For thin PEO:GNR films containing 2.5 wt% 
nanorods, the average sample measurements (circle symbols) from observing 
perylene fluorescence as well as those from GNR reorientation rotational 
dynamics in both driven (forced, square symbols) or random (free, triangle 
symbols) modes, provide reproducible temperature values which overlap 
within error, reflecting the differences in the local versus the global 
temperatures. Thin and thick refer to glass substrates of varying thicknesses. 
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